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DEMOCRACY MURDERED
Last week, on Reed College campus, a murder was 

committed.  “No-one was murdered,” you might say.  
On that count, you are wrong.  “Oh, is this some 
article where a person isn’t murdered but instead 
some nebulous idea is murdered in some weird and 
metaphorical way?” you may ask. Once again, you 
are wrong.  A murder did take place, the victims are 
grieving, and the culprits need to be held accountable.  
Because last week, democracy was killed.

“But wait,” you may say, “democracy is a nebulous 
idea and this is going to be some weird metaphorical 
thing.”  Wrong again, my dim-witted friend.  
Democracy is not nebulous--it is specific, direct, and 
has the potential to be totally-in-your-face.  Or, at least, 
it had the potential to be totally-in-your-face, but now 
that it is dead, the rotting corpse has lost all potential 
in-your-face-ness.

“How was democracy killed?  And why am I tied 
to this chair and when will you let me out of  this 

dark room and did my 
parents escape the fire?” 
you may ask.  Calm down, 
you inquisitive reader 
you.  Democracy was 
killed last week through 
the implementation of  
a corrupt systematized 
version of  oppression 
called “voting.”  Millions 
of  oppressed people the 
world over understand 
the inherently unfair way 
in which voting works.  

Why even bother having people vote when you may 
as well blindly shoot one group of  candidates and root 
through their pockets to give all of  their money and 
personal photos to the other candidates.  That’s pretty 
much how voting works, and there is no point in trying 

to deny it anymore.  The jig is up, so to speak.
“So what are we to do as a community with the giant 

rotting carcass of  democracy that lies in the middle 
of  our campus, totally exposed to the sneaky hands 
of  pilfering and hungry ravaging gangs of  political-
cannibals?” you may ask.  “And please let me out 
of  here I haven’t seen sunlight in days and god I am 
worried about my parents because that fire was really 
raging and they are really slow walkers because of  their 
chronic arthritis,” you may point out.  Addressing your 
first question, we are not entirely sure what we should 
do to fix the problem, but we know where to start.  
E-mail your Student Senate and demand a recount 
of  the “Fertility Goddess” position. Once a recount 
takes place, democracy may rise from the dead and 
experience a resurrection, not unlike that of  our Lord 
and Savior Jusos Chroast.  Amen and thank you.  You 
are free to go, and you’d better hurry if  you want to 
make it to your parents’ funeral.

RENN FAYRE 
COSTUME GUIDE
CAT:
What you need: Fur, glue, long sausage (for the tail)
Pros: Get to meow, get high off  glue fumes, unlike an 
actual cat get to sleep inside
Cons: Have to lick yourself, people pet you all the time, 
people dressed up as dogs eat your tail

WIZARD:
What you need: Fake beard, robe, magical powers
Pros: Turn picters into frogs, no need to shave until 
Renn Fayre’s over, live for thousands of  years
Cons: Robe gets dirty when you sit, people try to steal 
your spellbook, beard is flammable

CELL PHONE:
What you need: Giant 
foam suit, broomstick 
antenna, good recep-
tion
Pros: Save on long 
distance, people push 
your buttons (eroti-
cally), direct line to the 
president
Cons: Hot in the foam 
suit, have to listen to 
on-hold music, cause 
brain tumors in your 
friends

NUDIST:
What you need: Var-
nish
Pros: On-theme, get an 
even tan, fulfill secret 
exhibitionist tendencies
Cons: Cold in the rain, 
photos end up on Face-
book, creepy dudes stare at you

How can you possibly enjoy your Renn 
Fayre without the dangerous use of  illegal 
drugs  like dope, moth, snowfort and soft drinks? 
Just follow these easy steps to avoid the 
lewd and confusing behavior of  your 
temporarily possessed peers.

1. Go to the library and get a big book 
to read. Avoid titles with “Galaxy”, “Magic 
Eye”, and “God”. Read something nice 
like “Peter Rabbit is About to Speak His 
Mind But Thinks Better of  It and Stays 
Very Quiet.” Consider the illustration in 
which he is obedient. Try and reconstruct 
the scene by arranging the books around 
you to look like Peter’s carrot patch. If  your 
narcotic-enslaved antifriends see you, act like Peter 
Rabbit would if  he had located a tempting carrot to 
resist. Very Good.

2. In seclusion, count the appendages on your body. 
Any appendage you can think of  (except that one). 
What is the number you arrive at? The lower it is, the 
better. Remember, you are small and have limits. Happy, 
happy limits. You are simple. You are a shallow pool in 
which nothing is reflected. Think about that. But not 

too much! There you go.
3. If  you go outside, be ready to avoid 

eye contact at all costs. If  you look them 
in the eyes, you will be sucked into the 
emptiness of  their hearts and lost forever. 
Sidelong glance! Duck! Approaching 
greeting! Sidestep! Phew. Do not touch 
anyone. They produce drug nectar through 
their skin. If  someone offers you anything 
- drug-saturated food, drinks, or gestures - 
your mother will come out of  the sky and 
weep bitterly about how disappointed she 
is. Your mother who gave you life! A better 
option would be to imagine your pressure-
peers simply are not humans. Just lizards 

in loose latex suits. Harmless, crazy lizards.
4. Not too long now. The narcotic swarm has almost 

subsided, the drug queen partially relocated to her 
“smack hive.” Think about all the things you’ve learned. 
Your desires are extremely dangerous and potentially 
fatal. Carrots and drugs at every turn! And while all 
your dys-associates are getting dusted up on moth and 
sousing on chweeze, you can be perfectly safe in Peter 
Rabbit’s obedience garden. Hoorah!

SUBSTANCE-FREE RENN FAYRE

HOW TO HAVE FUN 
AT RENN FAYRE
1.    Count down the days until Renn Fayre.
2.    Walk around and look at colorful stuff  and maybe 
drink a little or do a little drugs during Renn Fayre.
3.    Start counting down the days until next year’s Renn 
Fayre.
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Crunch – If  you’ve never tried Crunch, 
you are missing out big time! This orange, 
resinous substance is taken orally by applying 
it to your gums, like toothpaste. Before you go 
“Crunching,” as we “Crunchheads” like to call 
it, make sure you have a lot of  inedible things 
on hand, because once you start crunching, 
there’s nothing that won’t give you intense, orgasmic 
pleasure simply by gnawing on it vigorously. Some 
of  my favorite things to crunch are ropes, bedposts, 
silverware, plastic toys, and clothes. WARNING: do 
not take Crunch with a friend. While you may shudder 
in ecstasy as your teeth dig into fingers and noses, your 
taste of  the forbidden fruits may ultimately lead to an 
act of  cannibalism, and then you’d have one less friend. 
Better to stick with glassware and markers instead.

Snowfort – There’s not much to say about Snowfort. 
The first time I tried it, I was also on Crunch, and the 
solid, icy white block (Snowfort must be kept frozen, 
just like an actual snow fort) looked like something good 
to Crunch on. “Snowheads,” as Snowfort users refer to 
themselves, prefer to take Snowfort as a suppository, 
but since I was on Crunch at the time, I took it orally, 
which weakened the effects. I only experienced a slight 
warping of  the time-space continuum, and spent the 
next 6 days simultaneously inhabiting the bodies of  an 
entire petit bourgeois household in 19th century Russia. 
I don’t remember much about this time except that I 
was really bored and couldn’t understand anything that 
was going on, because they were all speaking Russian. I 

was really glad when I finally returned to the 
present, but I’ve had a lingering side effect 
ever since that causes me to think terrible, 
terrible things whenever I see the color 
green. All in all, I’d only try Snowfort again if  
nothing good were on TV.

Rasothimeleus Espoterineus – Wow. That’s all I 
can say about this baby. “R.,” as we “R.heads” call it, 
is not actually a drug. It’s actually a caterpillar-like bug 
from Peru. R. is taken aurally—that is, you physically 
place this tiny red bug in your ear and let it worm its 
way into your brain. For the next two weeks, as R. 
incubates in a tiny cocoon formed of  necrotized brain 
tissue, you will experience a loss of  smell, and may 
grow new fingers and/or toes out of  various joints 
in your body, especially around the pelvis, elbow and 
ankle regions. At the end of  the two-week incubation 
period, R. hatches into a beautiful butterfly, which must 
gnaw its way through your frontal cortex in order to 
escape through your nasal passages. During this time, 
you will flashback to the most unpleasant parts of  your 
early childhood and experience all the terrible things 
that happened to you in third grade all over again. The 
upside of  all this is that you will never remember these 
things again. By the time R. crawls out of  whichever 
one of  your nostrils is not clogged up by blood caused 
by your hemorrhaging brain, you will experience the 
advent of  a new realm of  sensory experience that we 
“R.heads” call “senseR.” It’s kind of  like tasting sounds. 
I definitely recommend R.

NEW DRUGS REVIEWED
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